M/F SOFTWARE PRODUCT MANAGER - DIGITAL CONSTRUCTION
Company
TECHNODIGIT is specialized in the development of 3DReshaper software, (www.3dreshaper.com), dedicated
to processing data measured by 3D scanners. Inside Hexagon groupn (www.hexagon.com), world leader in
the domain of 3D data measurement, the company benefits from its human size in a highly innovative sector.
TECHNODIGIT values human qualities of its employees and promotes values such as sense of initiative, team
spirit and equity.
TECHNODIGIT has developed a culture of quality and innovation recognized by its partners, its customers and
within Hexagon group. Thanks to this recognition, we have assigned ourselves the objective to launch on the
market a new product, dedicated to the sector of Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) in order to
simplify the usage of high technology in this sector.

Position
In direct relation with the manager of the company, and with strong relations with other entities inside
Hexagon all around the world (Europe, North America, Asia), you will participate to:
• define the product road-map: market needs, scenario usage, market positioning
• perform competition analysis
• build-up the product vision and share it with the development team
• represent the end-user in front of the developers (voice of customer)
• represent the product during exhibitions and in internal meetings targeting sales people and application
engineers
• liaise and collaborate closely with the product owner of the development team
In this position, frequent international business trips are to be considered in order to meet sales channel,
real users and partners. Considering the relations with the other entities of Hexagon, working across multiple
time zone where necessary has to be considered.
Additional tasks will also be assigned.
The position is open in the area of Lyon - France.

Canditate Profile
The ideal candidate has always been motivated by news technologies. He/she is able to share his/her curiosity
and his/her positive vision to his/her colleagues. A surveyor degree or in the AEC sector is required.
Experience with digital tools (3D scanners, GIS software, 3D design and validation software) are a plus.
A fluent level in English is mandatory, part of the interview will be in English. Another language (German,
Spanish, Chinese...) will be appreciated.
The candidate also has to show good interpersonal skills, allowing to take mutually beneficial decisions, even
in the case of divergent positions.
Send your resume and cover letter to gilles.monnier@hexagon.com
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